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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study has been planned as a means of throwing more light
on certain psychotherapeutic techniques and methods in order that

----

a more valuable, direct, and understan~ible method of treating
neurotic patients may s ome day be worked out.

The specific problem

is to understand and recognize more clearly various actions in
Edwards and Kelly's (5) "Role TherapY,·11; to learn what in the
therapy benefited the patient, and discover how and to what kind
of disorders it might be most effectively applied.
This paper is an attempt to help explain, criticize, and
continue with the problem, as described and studied by its authors
in 1940 .
The present study is attempting t o prove no hypothesis or
theories.

Rather it is exploratory in nature.

Edwards has already

shown that her method was helpful as an economical treatment for
some disorders.

This investigation is only an application of her

methods to cases and, through seeing what they do or do not do,
work out certain improvements or modifications whereby her techniques
may be refined and Yalidated.

The following is a part of the Report on Role Therapy whi~h
Edwards read at the 1940 meeting of the Midwestern Psychological
Association.

All except one of her case studies has been excluded.

'' The purpose of this study was to develop a form of
psychotherapy that would be standardized in method and of
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well-known expectancy. The results are not statistical
but are based on clinical obs ervations.
''Role ther?PY, as we chose to call this, necessit ates
first finding out the patient's own concept of his role
in the various phases of his social life--what kind of
a role he really felt that he was playing. With this as
a basis of a new subjective role is devised for him by a
staff of clinicians who do not know his name. In the conferences following, thi~~ ew role is acted out and suggestions
are made as to how it can be carried out in real life. This
is followed by a recheck on situations regardi ng personality
and fina l tests on r eading and mental ability.
"Perhaps this can best be explained by follovd.ng through
the procedure on one case. All of the patients were college
students. Arthur, who came to the clinic for guidance on
personal problems, was referred to the investigator by
the Director of the Clinic, with the suggestion that this
type of therapy be used. He was given the Henman-Nelson
test of Mootal Ability--Form A, the Nelson-Denny Reading
test--Form A, and the Terman-Merrill Revision of the
Stanford-Binet--Form M. He was also asked to write a short
self-characterization and to stack the 100 Maller Personality
cards in four piles--yes, no, and t wo intermediate groups.
Each of these .cards contains one statement such as is
usually found on any personality inventory.
' Using these data as a basis, three clinicians, who do
not know the patient's name, detennine wha t seems to be
the patient's own concept of his role--the role that he
feels that he plays in the class, in the student body, in
the family, in the community, in secondary society, with
the girl or boy friend, and in his life orientation and
plan. Following this same outline, the staff constructs
a new role for the patient--that is, a new way of seeing
himself in each one of these situations. The investigator
then takes this role and holds an orientation conference
in which the patient is introduced to his new role, five
conferences in one of which each situation is dramatized,
then the final testing. For this, Form B of the NelsonDenny and Henman-Nelson tests are used, and Form 1 of the
revised Stanford-Binet. The personality cards are used
the same as at the first, and again a short self-characterization is written. In actual practice the number of
conferences was varied. After examining Arthur's materials
the clinic staff generally characterized him as being merely
a spectator, a non-participant in class, student body, and
community. With the family he was well adjusted, but
possibly too closely integrated. In regard to girl friends
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it was believed that he had become somewhat cynical in hunting
for an ideal. His life orientation and pl an wer e f airly good,
except that his ambitions seemed to be more just for the
enhancement of his ego rather than of any social value.
'' In his new role prepared for him by the staff, he was to
deve1op responsibility for some other student as part of
his new role. For the new role he was to join some semi-professional club. In regard to the family it was decided that
no change was necessary. For the community several suggestions were made such as organizing something along the line
of his vocational interest--architecture, writing an article
for the college paper on the a rchitecture of the buildings
on the campus, and talking to the high school boys' club in
his home town on architecture. It seemed advisable for him
·t o get acquainted with, and go wi. th several girls. In regard
to life orientation and plan it seemed advisable to make sure
that his work was socially valuable--that architecture was to
be for him a means of expressing people's idea and not just
·his ego.
'' The first conference was principally a pep talk pointing
out weaknesses in his old role and making general suggestions
as to what ought to be and could be changed . In the firs t
conference following this the class, and student body were
discussed and situations actually dramatized in the conf erence
with the investigator playing the parts of various students
and teachers. At the end of the conference he was shown how
to · play this new role in situations which would actually
occur. In the second conference he reported that he was
heiping one of the boys at the house where he lived, who was
having considerable difficulty with his school work, and
that he was also making an effort t o rrax with the other
students. In this conference situations regarding the community and life orientation and plan were dramatized . He
responded well and offered suggestions of his own as to
how he could put the new role in practice. He readily
agreed to try most of th e suggestions made except to the
plan of having several gi:rl friends. He admitted t hat most
girls did not live up to his ideals, but he said that he
had one girl friend and had no desire to change.
·· The next conference was a recheck on the statements
in the personality cards which he had indicated applied
to him. Following this the final tests indicated wer e
given.
' This is not a semantics therapy as Korzybski would
describe it. However, it followed his \\'Ork in regarding
that individual characterized himself in terms of words and
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acts according to what these words mean to him. By giving
him a new role, that is, new terms with which to describe
himself, a new set of actions can be evolved. The meaning
of words to different individuals was clinically observed
in t his study. When a new role was set up, such a term as
understanding, sympathetic nature, might be used. In some
cases the patient , during the orientation conference, might
object to one of these. After he had been asked to explain
as nearly as possible what the word meant to him, the
clinician might substitute~ synonym for the original word
which was not objectionable to the patient .
"Vihile it was stated that the new role was acted out during
the conference, it is not performed on a stage as in
Moreno's wor k with the 'psychodrama 1 • The clinician and
patient both remain seated and the dramatization is
purely verbal. It is interesting to note that in some
instances where the best dramatization was done during the
conference, little of the new role was carried over outside,
while in other instances when the patient remained too
conscious of the conference situation to act well there,
the role could be carried on in real life. If the conference
situation had centered around a certain social problem
there would be some definite instructions and a definite plan
worked out as to how the new role would apply in that
situation. This the patient was to act out between conferences, concentrating only on that one situation in which
to play the part.
" It seems possible to draw some conclusions from the work
this far. This is a type of therapy that does not require
a great amount of intelligence on the part of either the
clinician or the case. It does not t ake much time at least
with most cases. It is of little value in the treatment of
schizoid t ypes where the ego-strength is low or for those
who enter upon new roles simply for the sake of adventure.
Further research is irrlic ated to determine whether or not
it would be of value in the tr eatment of any psychoses.
It seems likely that it would be of most value in college
orientation work and in dealing with cases of social
ineptitude and maladjustment . The procedure can be
standardized and the work which we are now doing is being
directed mostly along this line. :,
Some of the questions which prompted the present study were:
"Can sucll a procedure be standardized?",

"i s

it not overlooking

some of the essential techniques in general psychotherapy?" o
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"Can this kind of therapy allow for spontaneous catharsis or does
it dispense with it entirely? 11

11

Is it deep enough to relieve the

patient from repressed c onflicts which 'seep
cons ci.ous?r 1

I

up f r om the sub-

"Does it satisfy the pati ent 1 s inner n ee ds or i s it

· just a superfieial attempt to mold char a cter?"

Some of the se

difficulties ~ re r ecogniz~d / oyEdwards in planning the the rapy,
but the results from the cases t o whom she applied it sugge sted
that the method should be considered a s posses sing valuabl e
merit.
It is not within the limits of t his inv esti ga tion to
answer satisfactorily many of the questions which have arisen,
· but enough is now known about the process to sta ndardi ze a
crude procedure f or handling some kiais of patients.

Further

investigation will be essential before it is possible to know .
exa ctly what t ypes of disorders it cannot. a ccommo dat e, or how the
procedure may be made sufficiently elastic to aid in trea t ing many
types.

Out of the el~ven cases with whom the aut ho r of this p aper

worked, ten were at least partially successful.

One patient failed

to respond a nd even ap p:::ared to disintegr ate under tr eat ment.
This unfortunate effect cann ot conclusively b e tr ac ed to the
method used, since it mi g ht be a ccounted for by fin ancial and
social. problems he hap pened to encounter while undergoing
therapy.

He has since responded well under a modifie d f orm of

"didactic therapy."

Descriptions of the twelve cases and t heir

individual treatment are included later in this ' report.

6
Historical Aspect of Role Therapy
The following will help to explain how· Role Ther apy came
into existence and from what sources it derives its authority.
Probably one of the f .irst reasons why Edwards hit upon
the idea of Role Therapy was because of a recollection of the
clinical practice which was sometimes used in therapeutic
conferences.

For instance, in working with a case where there

had been a parent-child conflict and misunderstandi ng , t he
clinician often would p retend he was the parent and the child was
asked to respond to him as if he were his mother or father.

This

was not only a catharsis for the case, but also promoted understanding between the child and his parent in actual situations.
The clinician was able also to pr esent in a simi lar fas hion the
problems of the child to the parent in a sympathetic and helpf ul
way.

From this clinical method probably came the i dea of

dramatized conferences through which a case could reorient himself to his specific problems.
A second source was Moreno 1s
mentioned.

11

psychodrama 11 which Edwards

Here is a brief, .technical report of Moreno' s (14)

work which is gi. ven by L. J. Stone.
'' Two forms of psychotherapy are described, based on the
recognition of the significance of inter-personal rela tions
in therapy. The first technique, that of the •auxiliary
ego', refers to the physician's adopting the views of the
patient, and thoroughly and genuinely identifying himself
with the patient. - 'Leads' come from the patient. In a case
described, the physician successively serves as •auxiliary'
to three members of a I triangular neurosis 1 , i.e., disturbed functioning involving three persons. The auxiliary
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ego aids in understanding the case and in preparation of one
or another member of the group for s pontaneous action wi th
the others. The .spontaneous working out of personal difficulties is aided by the second technique, the 'psychodrama',
which is employed for analysis and training. The patient is
urged to act out as spontaneously as possible situations
representing himself and others with the assistance of
'auxiliary egos', and later, perhaps, members of his family,
etc. Specific techniques are d~tailed, along with illustrative
case material. It is urged that because of different 1 tele- ·
r elationships' the patient-psychiatrist relationship is
complex and not every psychiatrist will do for every patient.
Transference is regarded as a s ped al psychopathological
aspect of tele-relation in general. :
Moreno's techni que was similar to the one used in the Fort
Hays clinic for parent-child difficulties.

Moreno was using his

"psychodrama'' as an aid in overcoming marital difficulties, and
he is especially cautious in allowing transference to creep in.
As the clinician adopted the role of the mother in dramatizing a

scene, so Moreno took the role of the husband when with the wife,
and vice versa in preparing them for the "psychodrama" itself.

In everyday contacts we often hear such remarks as:
Golly, what is wrong with me?

0h,

I wish I could be like George .

knows just what to do all the time .

He

He 1 s so sure of himself and

he knows exactly how to make others feel at ease.
man. 11

11

He is

my

ideal

This may be the beginning of en identification with thos e

likeable traits wr~ ch the speaker thinks George possesses .

He

begins to swagger when he walks in the same way George does, and
unconsciously imitates his "hero."

He knows very litt le about why

George is this way or what goes on inside to make him so, but
the external result is acceptable and fills some of the individual's
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needs.

This phenomenon described by Brown and Menninger (2) is

most noticeable among adolescents, but is not uncommon in adult
society.

A person simply feels that hi s way of managing a

situation is inadequate and he finds out how someone else does it
and imitates him.
It is not in the least disturbing to a woman to tell her
the way she wears her hair reminds you of Hedy LaMarr, provided
that she likes the effect created by Miss LaMarr's hair-do, but
she would probably not like the identification if you told her she
looked like Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt when she smiledo
The usual resul t of an identification with another person 's
admirable qualities may end in an attempt to incorporate his
entire personality and. attitudes.
and frustration.

If so, it may terminate in failure

In or.tier for a person to a cquire traits or

habits, he must first be sure they are consistent with his own
psychical structure or friction will ensue.

It is thi s difficulty

the little boy encounters when his mother asks, "W-1.y don't you be
a little gentleman like Johnny?"

Even though he may try to say

"please" the same way Johnny does, he nevertheless is unable to
be very much like him.
A striking example of an identification which was successful. comes from a lecture given by a college professor to his class,
and could be mentioned here.
A young man in the dramatics department was asked to play
the role of a sophisticated young

0

dude" who carried a cane.
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The part was so much to his Ji king tha. t after the performance was
given he continued to carry the cane and act the role he had played.
Apparently the part seemed to fit his needs; it summed up, and
fitted his inner self better than had his own role.
In the present research it wa-s found that the crucial procedure in Role Therapy lies in the writing of the role.
not stressed in Edwards' study.

This was

At first it seemed that any role

which logically met the patient's life situation woul d be perfectly
proper , to use.

But experience with two cases, one of which was

handled badly at first, showed that the new role should be more
than just

11

good 11 and must be supported by some th i ng deeper than

the effect of

11

suggestibilityn.

It must thoroughly satisfy the

case's inrier needs, not merely modify his external behavior.
This is to sa;y that role must be supported by character traits
intrinsic to the case's personality.

In using t h is therapy there

is a particular temptation for the clinician to overlook t h is
requirement.

The clinician is tempted to write a role which

society would like the patient to play.
At this point it would be interesting to take a delightful
illustration of Role Therapy from literature.

The analogy is to

be taken as illustrative and not scientific.
It is from the story of the Wizard of Oz.

Some of the

characters in the story were :rThe Cowardly Lionrr, "The Tin
Woodman without a Heart", and "The Scarecrow without a Brain 11

!

These were very unhappy because they had to live with these "labels 11
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attached to them.

In the end "The Cowardly Lion" became brave

through being decorated for bravery .
hero.

He assumed the role of a

"The Tin Woodman" gai ned his heart when he was recogni zed

as a great philanthropist, and the "Scarecrow" was given a degree
so he could be a scholar.
Similarly if a person is labeled "dumb-bell" or
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stupid",

he will find it difficult to let himself escape from these words
and will discover that other people will not expect him to act
in an intelligent fashion, even though he could and woul d like to.
Concerning "labeling" in general, Korzybski (10) says,
"Mankind in its infancy interpreted an object, a sensation, an
incident, or an experience implicitly and then manufactured words
which seemed to describe it.

Today we meet new experiences in

terms of ready-made words, culturally. inheri t ed and complete with
their emotional connotations. 11
A case describes himself as boerish, introverted, and antisocial.

These are words he has t aken to himself with all their

ready-made connotations.

Now they govern him.

At first they were

only ,descriptive and logically they seemed to apply to him, but
now they dominate him emotionally with their whole meanings and
unconsciously predetermine all his attitudes a.nd actions.

Intel-

lectually accepted at first, they afterwards fastened upon him emotional meanings which he had never anticipated.

In this study we

have come to think of Role Therapy as treating such semantic
enslavement by verbalizing a new role which releases him.

In this
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respect it is related to Korzybski's theory of cortico-thalamic _
integration and extensionalization.

Guthrie

havior in many instanc_es in terms of role.

(7)

explains be-

Some of the functions

of the role a s he sees it can now be given, and are quoted from
his book.
··A few evenings spent as a 'wall flower' by a girl
serve to establish habits of behaving as a failure. She
now does not expect attention and is not prepared for it
when she gets it. ··

In an ot_h er place he mentions an experiment in which a
personality was c~nged by giving a person a new role.
small group of college men, a few years a go, agreed
to cooperate in establishing a shy and inept girl as a
social favorite. They saw to it for one season that she
was invited to college affair s that were considered
.important and tha;t she always had dancing partners o They
treated her by agreement as though she were a reigning
college favorite. Before the year was over she had
developed an easy manner and a confident assumption that
she was popular . These habits conti n ued her social
success after the experiment was completed a nd the men
involved had ceased to make efforts in her behalf. They
themselves had accepted her as a success. What her college
career would have been otherwise it is impossible to s ay,
of course, but it is fairly certain that she would have
resigned all social ambitions and would ha ve found
interests compatible with her social ineptitude . ,.
Guthrie also mentioned an instance of how parental attitudes
and modes of corre ction are instrumental in formulating a child's
role:
··Parents who use epithets in correct ing their children,
who accuse them of lyi ng , stealing, cheating, and t he like,
may seriously affect the roles which the child builds for
himself in the cours e of time. It is often a mistake to
have named the offens e . :
Similarly a child who has heard such a remark made about
himself as, "I don't know what will ever become of Bobbie, he's
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such a problem, 11 will perhaps find himself feeling that he is a
problem to himself and be led to fear himself what may happen.
Again quoting from Guthrie (7):
Many nervous breakdowns have their origin in rolesa
The man who thinks of himself as an open-handed host
loses his income and his social )liijustment is thrown
completely out of gear by his persistence in the role.
He continues to spend more than he can afford.
1

' A man's verbal symbol for the character he is playing
i s a ~strong directing force in many activities. If he is
a father, if he is a policeman, if he is a member of a
union, if he is a Democrat, if he is a valet, his acceptance of the description serve to introduce a consistency
into his actions which is often the gu iding clue to his
personality. The role is often one of t he most f undamental .perso nality traits. It is probably that many
suicides are determined when the victim gains his first
insight and understandi ng of the discrepancy b etween his
role and his actual status.

In a later chapter Guthrie

(7) brings up a point which

seems to be one of the most overlooked problems in psychotherapy.
If a hysteric is cured of the habit she is i n a different situation, fully habituated to g etting her own way or
att racting attention. A cure of the habit woul d leave her
in a diff erent situation. A cure of the habit woul d l eave
her unadjusted and without a means of escape or t r iumph.
It is usually neces s ar y to do much more than at t ack t he
individual habit. She must get new intere~ts and a new
personality. This can sometimes be best acc ompl i shed
through establishing a new role. :·

It was in recognition of t he difficult y of aidi ng t he patient
to make a new orientation to herself and society without t he f ormer
symptoms to rely on that role therapy came into be:ing .

In r ole

therapy an effort is made to synthesize the case's desirabl e
personality traits around a new role in such a way that the case
can integrate his life about it in a pos itive functional way .
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CHAPTER II
A PRESENTATION OF HOW ROLE THERAPY HAS BEEN USED I N 'IH IS STUDY
In using role therapy in the present study a simple

diagnostic method was employed .

The- person was given the Hen/

mon-Nelson test of Mental Ability,1 the Pressey X-0 Personality
test, was asked to write a character sketch of himself, and sort
one hundred personality cards which were prepared especially for
this purpose.

The cards wer e prepared with the notion in mind of

not only getting some insight into the person ' s actual symptoms,
but also to provide an analys is of some of the stereotypes with
which the case describes himself.

These are i mportant in helping

the clinician to write a role for the case in which a reinterpretation of the pers on's understanding of himself is to be dealt
with.
The new· role is inore successful if just one or two factors
are radically reinterpreted rather than if little changes are
attempted over the entire personality.
are dislodged.

In this way stereotypes

This is in recognition of the

11

all-or-none 11

principle in stereotypy.
One case was that of a girl who was intelligent, bossy, and
aggressive and had been frequently told that she was selfish and
urged to give in more.

In her new role the strong ego-drive was

identified as "courage", not selfishness at all.
of "selfishness" was completely thrown out.

The stereotype

Now she had resources

of strength upon mich other r,eople could draw.
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EKamples of how the role is written will be given with the
case studies later in this chapter.

From the case studies it can

be sho-wn what the bases formulating the n ew role were.
During the initial conference with the case, the new role
is read to him.

A f e~ attempts are then made to try out the role.

It has been found to be a good practice to ask the case something
like this:

"Now- that you've tried your role do you think that

it lets you say the kind of things you 1 ve really been wanting to
say?", ttDoes this sound like the kind of person you would like
to be?", or "Does it seem to let y ou express yourself in a way
you 1ve never been able to do before?"

Such questions enable the

cli nician to give the role its final modification.
The clinician then rehearsed t he patient in the role while
playing various opposite characters himself.
from the pati ent's own life situations .
s i tuations, one f or ea ch conference.

Scenes were taken

Edwards (5) used five

The first was wit h a tea cher

in relation to school; a second with one of the par ents i n
relation to home; a thi rd with a member of th e opposit e s ex ; a
fourth in a scene with a mixed group of friends; and a fifth in
relation to life plans, such as a conferenc e with a prospective
employer.

In the present study the number of conferences varied

from a single conference up to twenty.

Edward's procedure was

followed in some cases, but others did not cor r espond to her plan
for role rehearsal.
needs of the case.

Many variations were used depending on the
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Case One

Mary was in the seven t ieth c entile for college freshmen on
the Henmon-Nelson test of Mental .bi lity; on the Stanford-Binet ,
Form L, her Intelligence Quotient was 133; on the Pres s ey X-0
Personal ity Test she was in the 99th centile on disgust and
shut-in items on the affe ctivity s core ; 98 on unpleasant, and
85 on worry items.
ferent pattern.

Her idiosyncrasy score showed a l ittle dif-

She was in the ninety-ninth c entile on sex,

association, and shut-in words, and in the ninetieth centile on
wrong items.
The Pressey X-0 was found especially useful for our purpose
in this study since it showed not only v\Ord areas of sensitization
but also by wad a nalysis of the selected wards we were able to
discover spe cific words which needed r einterpretation.

It also

he lped bring out, in some cas es, certain syndromes or symptoms
which the cl inician was mt entirely sure were present .
The sentences 1 Mary selected as very t ypical of herself were
as follows:

1. The st ack of personality cards was given to the ca se in
a certain order and wi. th them she was given tre following instructions: Here are 100 senten ces whi ch describe all kinds of people .
You are to sort them into f our piles. The first pile will contain
the sentences which you would say about yourself if you were telling
about the kind of person you really are. The second group will be
the statements not so typical as t re fir s t pile , but still ones
which probably do apply to you. The third pile will c ont ain the
sentences which in no way describe you. The fourth pile will contain the statements \'tl.ich are just the opposite of what you would
want to say about yourself. Sor t them as g_uickly as you can.
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I sometimes feel tired when I get up in the morning.
I sorretines let people talk me into sorrething and l a ter
wish I had refused them.
I let my mind wander and forget what I 1m doing and saying

0

I am. moody ..
I sometimes feel wishy-washy.
I sometimes let people talk me into something and later
realize I should have had more backbone.
I am able to forget unpleasant things in a very short time.
I sorretimes lose control of myself~
I lcs e my tarq:: er over nothing.
I rarely feel bored with other people.
I find it difficul t to talk to strangers.
I often feel ill at ease in the presence of a tea cher or
superior.
I like to do things which call for res ourceful ness.
I like to help other people.
I sometimes make a fool of myself t o entertain other people.
I often feel weak and sick for a moment and then it passes on.
I wish someone woul d tell me jw t what to do.

Although you may feel that you have put a card in the wrong pile,
don't bother to change it afterwards.
For the purpose of this study the first and fourth piles
were considered of diagnostic value. A complete list of aJ.l the
sentences is not included since they are of the same general nature
as appear on all pers onality questionnaires. A special group of
sentences especially for Role ·Therapy are being prepared now.
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I often preterrl I 1m somathing I' m not.
I have att acks of nervousness which upset me.
At times I feel weak all over.
I am a misfit ..
The followin g sentences were ones whi ch the case thought
were just the opposite of what he would want to say about himself.
As will be noticed, all of them are mt included but only t hos e
which seem to have some s pecial significance.
I don't like to bother with other people 1 s problems.
I often feel a shamed of myself and unworthy.
I often cry when I receive a bad mark or lose a game I 1m
playing.
I rarely lose my t snper.
I sometimes feel frightened by my thoughts.
Thoughts seldom or never keep me awake .
I never feel sorry for myself.
When I have a problem I sit down i mmediately and reach a
solution.
I am usually prompt.
Using the third person and referring to herself as Mary,
the case wrote this self-cha racterization. 1 , 2

1. Before thi.s character sketch was writ t en t he case was
given a card which had the following instructions on it: Now pretend you are going to write a stCit'y in which you will be the main
character. Write a descri ption of y ourself just as you would tell
about a person in a story. You may include some of the most
important things that cause yo u to be what you are. Also tell
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· Though Mary tried to please others trere was something
a bout her doj,ng it that irritated them, because they
thought she was being 'bossy 1 • Her tendency to jump to
conclusions often made her seem ignorant to those about
her. However, with those whom she admired and respected
she was slow to ju.mp to trese conclusions, and by them
was considered a girl of average intelligence. Al though
her moods arrived easily, they persisted. Mary was quite
capable of overcoming an unpleasant mood. She sometimes
felt that she had mistimed a certain move or comment
which, had she waited, would have been worthwhile.
Embarrassment always a ccompanied these moments and usually
she blushed. Blushing becomes a dread to Mary because
many times when she was totally unaware of it, someone would
say, 11 Mary, you 're blushing!" Thereupon she would blush
furiously. Mary had a terrible temper which sometimes
v«:>uld come to the surface before she had the opportunity
to swallow it. Usually, however, she lost her temper, quite
exquisitely fi 11ing it with dramatic emotions, blwng
everyone but hers~lf--someti1res everything--for every
little thing that happened.
· tlonesty was one of Mary's requirements; she wantect
everyone to be strictly honest in everything (not necessarily very personal ms.tters). Appointments and meetings
were to be met at the proper place and t ime and every
person, except Mary, had to tend strictly to business.
Often when someone was directing a meeting or some group,
and a question came up which Mary knew ( or thought she
knew) more about than the person sr:,eaking, but was not
allowed to express her feelings, her anger wou l d be
aroused righteously , but she usually said nothing at the
time.
'Mary was often lazy! Lazy in t hi ngs which she thought
could be done after-while, and which were disagreeable.
Sometirres she put them off until she completely f orgot

what other people think of y our character al though they may be
wrong, because they don't understand you.
2. The charact er sketches for each case were not edited
since it would mean interpreting some of the things the individual
was saying. The clinician's interpretations are found in the
diagnosis and are b ased on the material presented. All other
evidence crune from knowledge of the person in the conference
situation, or from a similarly subjective srurce.
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them. Housework was her main failure--dusting, dishwashing. s ewing, scrubbing, and all other household duties.
She found the greatest pleasure (at times) in mowing the
lawn, or 1Natering the garden, or doing any of the other
tasks generally considered a man's work.
·, ary had never been ill to speak of, but she had
always been taller and skinnier than the rest of the girls
and as she grew· older the humps which had grown on her
shoulders, even though she was taller no .more, caused her
a great deal of worry.
·· iary app~rently had talents which were above average,
because she was often chosen to sing, dance, or be in ·
plays. She never felt sure that she could say definitely
whether she would be able to or not.
Sometimes when she had lessons which were not well
prepared, in classes of which she was particularly fond,
she would reprimand hers elf so thoroughly that she would
spoil her own good vork with her inhibitions.
Girls seemed to like Mary better than boys did, which
was probably a fact because she often made herself unbearable
around them by .being so aloof, afraid and always on guard
for an insult. ·
Some of the salient features i

Mary's d i agnosis are:

Superiority in intelligence, sensitivity t o criticism, inconsistency in self-evaluation, and fear of hers elf and of others in
social situations (she is continually afraid s omeone mi ght criticize
her and yet she feels she shoul d be cri~icized).

A clinical

diagnosis would apparently classify her as having s ome f orm of
compulsion neurosis.
In preparing a role for Mary, it is necess ary to think in
terms of her assets and liabilities.

Psychoanalysis has sometimes

been said to be likened to getting the patient off s ome kind of a
personality or e.!I()tional snag occurring' in earlier development
by getting the patient to understand, accept, and correct his
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problem.

Role therapy does not p rovide insi ght into the pr oblem,

but rather r e analyzes soma of the case's effortl? a nd behavi or.

If

the case finds the new r ole w:i rka bl e and s at is f ying it seems to
provide him a basis for confidence within hi mself from which he can
make additional adjustments.
Thus, role therapy must capitalize on the ca se's past
wholesome ex periences, on any s pecial s kills, abilities, or traits
vJhich the ca se pos sesses. 1

In other words, the role must be

corroborated by past e:>..'J) erience.

If a role tells him "you are a

person who can make other people feel at h ome a n d enjoy being
with y ou 11 he must be a ble to recall past experien ces wh ich v erif y
this.

The reaction to some such statement as t h is has been "if

t he clinician noticed this about me, and yet I did not tell him s o ,
perhaps I am basically thi~ kind of person; it 1 s the way I have a cted at times in the past a nd would a c t ually like to be. 11
observations such a s these which poi nted out t wo t hings:

I t was
The ele-

ment of sugg estibility is strong a nd the role had bas es wi thin t he
exp erience of the case's personality.
One of Mary's chief concer ns was the fr i ction s he aroused
in handling a social situation.

This probably was in some r es pect s

1. From time to time it seemed fitting to interrupt the
presentation of a case in order to throw light on the d escri ption
of the specific clinical techniques involved and ho w th ey apply
to the general procedure used in role therapy. The author has
done this on the assumption that this paper is primarily a study
of the methods used.
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an externalization of the friction aroused within herself in
handling any problem, or at . least one of the overt equivalents
of it.

Because of her social difficulties Mary's rich, under-

neath personality is kept smothered, and satisfying expression is
at a minimum.
This is the role which was written for her:
'You are an intelligent, original type of person who
has new ideas and can carr y them out. You are not ashamed
of your original ideas, although y ou can see many changes
which might be made in them. You find n ew ideas interesting and valuable because they are new. Just because they
have a few flaws that show up is no reason why you should
be ashamed of them. You live in a world of riqh and
valuable imagination, and you have at your disposal almost
unlimited resourcefulness in developing an idea fro m the
first vague stages to a final colorful expression that
will thrill others. When you presmt an idea and someone
crtticizes it, you incorporate their criticisms, a nd,
through them, are able to modify and improve your own
ideas. ·
Before the case is given the r ole he is told somethi ng like
th.is:

11

0f course you are just acting this role and you are not

really this kind of person, but pretend to be just to see how it
will work."

It was felt trat some such statement as this gives

the case a feeling of greater freedom in adopting the role, since
he may feel, "A:.fter all I'm just acting this part, why shoul d I
be a.shamed? 11
The first conference with Mary consisted in reading, explaining, and dramatizing the role in a few sample situations so tha t
she might see how it worked.
my

She said, "I feel silly when I use

role with you; do you think I act silly?"

The clinician

assured her that it made little difference what he--thou-ght of her,
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but that mw he thought of her as she was in her new role, and
expected her to use it in a way that was easy and helpful to her •

•

A classroom scene was then dramatized in which Mary was to
suggest an idea and the professor was to try to belittle and
criticize it.

This was to aid ~ary in underst andi ng how her new

role could be used to incorporate criticism without feeling that
her ideas were made worthless by it .

By doing so i t was made a

tool instead of an inhibiting force.
After the first conference she was t o use her new pers ona lity
in a cla ss in which she co mplain ed the professor made her feel that
she didn't have any sense every time she got up to speak, or when
she tried to participate in class discussions.

She was to report

on her suc cess in t his. experiment during the ne xt interview.
In the second intervie w Mary said she had used the role and
felt that she liked it as it was • . She tried the me t hod of incorporating the i nstructor 1 s criticisms and fe l t that it preven ted
her from becoming angry .
She had been dat i ng a .boy who her friends had told her was
married.

She wanted to l:m ow if a scene could be dramatized in

which s he would ask him if he were married in as tactful a manner
as pos s ible, using her role .

She said he was one of the few

boys she had dated on the campus and she d+d not want to lose him
by being offensive, but s he did want to know whether or not he was
married .

The scene was dramatized, the clinici an pl aying the part

of the boy, and the case played her own role .

From time to time
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the case was boisterous and defensive and once or twice when she
b egan slidin g ba ck into her old role the clinician exchanged roles
with her and demonstra ted h ow she should play the part.

By the

en~ of the conference Ma ry wa s a ble to control herself , although
she s aid it was difficult to do so.
\

The case asked that the role be reread to her when she came
in for the third conference.

The clinician did this and answered

questions which came up concerning how the role s hould be pl ayed.
She was feeling in good spirits and giggled frequently during the
first part of the conference.

She dis agr eed with almost everything

the clinician said ands eemed to be bother ed because she had not
been able to remember her role.
An imaginary scene was then dramatized with one of the girls

who lived in the dormitory at which she stayed.

The g irL·. was one

whom Mary disliked but came into oon tact with frequently.
objected to her because she was

11

catty 11 •

Mar y

During the dramatization

Mary kept her mind on wha t she was doing despite t he clinician 's
attempts to ups et her emotionally, and was skillful in keeping the
conversation well balanced.

She brought it through t o a f i nish

by inviting the girl to go to the show with her so that she could
become better acquainted with Mary's boy friend t o whom she had
objected strongly.
Mary said she had been using her role mos t of the ti me now
and did not feel like a hypocrite in doing so.
It had been planned in this experiment to throw each case
into the kind of situation which would be very diffic ult to manage,
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after he had become sufficiently oriented to the use of his role,
in any other way except by employing the role.
that were to be effected were:

Some of the results

(a) the case would find the situ-

ation too difficult to handle by any other method than by using
his role; (b) because of the advantage the role would offer
under these conditi ons of emotional stress, ther e might be.. an
integration of the role in the individual's personality in a
permanent and serviceable way; ( c) the weaknesses of the case's
personality structure could be brought out and expressed with
minimum injury to the case's ego strength, since it was only
dramatization and not an actual life or psychotherapeutic situation.
Part of Mary's unhappiness seemed to result from the social
inadequacies w·hich she felt.

Also she had a strong desire for self-

expression, but because of the fear s of a failure she was unable
to express herself.

This is not s aying that there were no other

emotional problems involved, but rather if this one dominant
symptom could be treated effectively it would give her sufficient
confidence to make additional personalit y revisions.
Mary was planning to go into teaching when she graduated,
so a scene with a high school prtncipal was enacted.
clini cian took the part of the principal.

The

He asked her for

recommendations, then asked her what she could do.

11

1 am quali-

fied to teach English, dramatics, and music, 11 she replied.
asked Mary to sing something .

Mary stood up and sang.

He

.Afterward
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she asked if it was satisfactory and if there were anything else
he v.t)uld like to krow.

Her first signs of hes itancy wore away and

she was gracious and reserved d uring the rest of the conference.
The scene ended by the principal promising to recommend her to the
school board; after the scene she said she was upset at first but
\

was glad to have a ch ance to try this kind of scene, since she
would have this problem to meet.
This was the last dramatized con ference whi ch Mary had.
How much Mary may have been a ided, if any, is difficult to
determine.

A recheck oonference was given a week lat er just before

the end of the semester in which she made a verbal report to the
clini cian.

It seemed that she considered her role of sufficient

value to keep, and her social relations h ad been made more
pleasant and interesting as a result.
boy v-tiom she had been dating.

She bec ame eng aged to the

Her manner had become less

negati vistic a nd she was more poised and congenial than before o
She said she really needed more time in which to pr a ctice and use
her role before she would be able to r ealize everything it could
do for her.
Case Two
Freda's aunt advised her to come to the clinic.
in at noon one day and left that evening at six o'clock.

She came
She was

fro m out of town and could not make the tri ps which would be
necessary for regular conferences.

The first part of the afternoon

was spent in giving the diagnostic tests, tihe middle part in scoring
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the tests and writing the role, and the last in giving her the
role and dramatizing a few sample situations.
On ·the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability she was in the
ninety-third centile for college freshmen.

On the Pressey X-0

Persona.lity Test she was in the nin~ty-ninth c entile in the disgust
affectivity score and in the ninety-ninth centile on hypochondriacal
idiosyncrasy score.

Other items might be considered relatively

high in respect to her means in the affectivity and idiosyncrasy
columns but are not included.
The items which were sorted into the very characteristic
stack of personality cards were:
I have the ability to grasp an explanation quickly.
¥lhen I look down fr om high places I get dizzy.
My

problems are about the same as everyone has.

I am in the very best heal th.
I sometimes lose control of myself.
I am happy most of the time.
I lose my temper over nothing.
I have a very stable personality.
I have definite ideals and ideas which I firmly stand by.
Thoughts seldom or never keep me awake.
I can smell things by just thinking about them.
I frequently feel a craving for special kinds of foods.
I have dizzy sensations sometimes.
There are certain foods I can't stand.
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I often think that the thi ngs people do mean more than just
what it appears.
The sentences which were in the pile of exact opposites of
what Freda wanted to say about herself were:
I sometimes feel tired when

+ get

up in the morning .

I sometirres let p eople talk me into something and later
wish I had refused them.
Life as a whole is r at her a miserable affair .£or me.
I sometimes feel "wishy-washy".
I sometimes let people talk me into something and later
realize I should have had more backbone.
Often the more I think of a problem the more confusing it
seems.
I often have terribl e headaches.
I am very slow in making up my ntj.nd.
I always feel very upset before taking a. t est.
If I should die tomorrow, no one would c are.
When something is being expl ai ned I usually feel that I am
the last person to c a tch on.
I hate to take part in discussions.
I often feel ill a t ease in the presence of a teacher or
superior.
I often think I can see t hings whi ch really aren •t there.
I have an enormous appetite.
Freda's character sketch was as follows:
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·Many times people mistake a reserve covering shyn ess
to ·be a snd::tl:Lshlmess which is wholly untrue. My life is
one of many varied experiences, since my parents are school
teachers. I ha ve been an experiment in a psychology department, when I was four; this experience had more effect on
my life than any other. I was started in kinder garten
at the age of four. At the age of t hirteen I skipped the
eighth grade and became a freshman in high school. This
has had a pushi ng and pulling effect on my life . Moving
around has made me adapt myself to varied situations.
My young aunt and uncle came to live wi_i;,h us soon after
the birth of my youngest sister. This changed me from an
only child to a family child and not the oldest at that.
I have had every opportunity to express myself in any way
that I cared to, from the worst 1 tom-boy 1 and roughneck,
to a young girl interested .in aviation, to an interior
decorator. Mother has always been having me try something
else to put into my personality or characteristics which
she thinks will be valuab le or more becoming.
A class in speech in high school did not resemble a
class but did a great deal for me in many ways.
1

'Practice teaching in the first grade t his past
s emes ter has done a great deal t o develop an d ·make me
into the t y pe of pers on I w:mld like to be.
A contradi cting personality i s wha t makes t he ups and
downs in life. People at once either like or dislike her .
The people tra t like her are bound by s trong bonds of
friendship; a number of others are merely likeable but
not firmly a tt ached. She has enemies; never any mild ones,
but always very defi nite ones. Her lif e is happy because
·of training and environment of her youth. Her brain is
not as well hidden as it should be beca us e it is still rather
evident . In her girlhood she grew up to o r ap idly to be
truly hap py a t times, but if s he had stayed behind she
would have been unhappy . ·Her life has been molded into
one channel an:i no t hing that others will do can ever sway
it ver-;,r much--merely make a· light des ign on the surface .
As she grows older she should become an interes t i.ng person
from dabbling in everythi ng from art to avi a tion. '
Freda's intelligence score indicates that her mental ability
is high; the Pressey X- 0 points out a tendency to b ecome disgusted
frequently and eas ily .

There is some :indication that some

hypochondriacal s ymptoms are present, although the character
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sketch and personality cards indicate, if anything, the exact opposite.
The i:ersonality cards tell tha t she oonsiders herself a

wh; has a

person of ability,

bad t,.(rnper, some o f the symptoms of

both a hysteric and paranoid perso~

ity,

The chara cter sketch reveals that she considers herself
superior and aloof and yet desires more friendships.

She probably

has had difficulty in adjusting to her precocity and the social
problems it incurred.

Subjective impressions seemed to verify that

Freda was a dominant personality mo was considered "bossy" ,
(

egotistical, and selfish by t hose who knew her.

Befor e her

character sketch was written the cl inician talked with her to see
if he had been misled by any of the information on the diagnostic
forms, or had missed anything important.

Freda 's aunt and Freda

both confirmed the diagnosis and the following ch a racter s ketch
was prepared.
'You are an intelligent and cour ageous person. Select
a sensitive boy friend whose feelings a re easily hurt so
you can learn how to deal gently with people. Be sur e your
boy friend is inte;I..ligent and high-powered but just
needs you to assist him to express himself; in this way
you would get a kick out of helpin g him. You are the kind
of person who tries to understand those who are weak and
helpless; you give them support with your own strength;
you lend something of sympathy and faith to them. Others
feel strength when they look at you; you are a moral support;
you are the same person, but you use your courage to let
others draw on who are afraid of the complica tions of the
world; you ·do it in such a way that after others talk to
you, they feel str~nger.
Before you have used your courage to keep others out
of your hair. Now you put yourself at the disposal of
others. Continue to be independent but n?t isolated. It
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is not a mat t er of subordinating yourself to others' wis hes
but one of helping them to climb a little. Many people
are beset by discouragement and doubt and are licked; you
afford them hel p when and where they need it. ·
Freda wanted to get an idea of the kind of a boy that was
described in her role, so a s cene w~ played in which she was to
have a blind dat e with such a boy.

she thought she would like

that kind of person and h:o other scenes wer e enacted to help
her to understand the role.
Her aunt said Freda was quite s ur prised at the directnes s
and kindliness with which her problems were handled.
Lat er two reports came back concerning Freda o One was from
aunt, who said she was tryi ng to use her rol e and having s ome
success with it.

A second came back from one of the elementary

teachers who taught in the same system of Freda .

She r eport ed

that she had never witnessed such a bi g change i n a person as a
result of a single afternoon's conference.

This second r eport

came about t hree months after the conference and t he first report
came a few days after.
Case Three
Marion came into the clinic at . t he recommendation of one
of the other cases who was taking role therapy .

She was given

the regular battery of role therapy diagnostic tests.

She was

in the seventy-eighth centil e on the Henmon-Nelson Test of
Mental Ability, using colle ge sophomore norms.

On the Press ey

X-0 her affectivity scores were ei ghty-five and ninety-five on t he
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unpleasant and suspicion items respectively.

She was in the

ninety-ninth centile (plus) on unpleasant and sus picion in the
idiosyncrasy column.
The sentences which she sorted into the very characteristic
pile were:

\

\

I have the ability to grasp an explanation -quickly.

I am not able to stand a great deal of pain.
In a conversation, after I have spoken I usually feel that

I have made a genuine contri bution.
I somatirnes let people talk me into something and later wish

I had refused them.
I often feel sorry for myself.

I am always afraid of being humiliated.
I am always doing something ·and feelin g sorry about it l at er.

I am moo dy.
When I do something wrong I never feel satisfied until I've
made up for it.
I try to protect people's feelings by saying the kind thing.
I worry about little t hings .
I guess I'm just not like other people .
I sometimes have strange feel ings that I know aren 't real.
I often make up stories and tell lies.
I sometimes imagine myself to be a very great person.
I sometitileS lose control of myself.
I think people talk about me behind

my

back.
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I feel that I muld be happier if people would leave me alone.
People like to discuss their problems with me.
If I should die tomorrow, no one would care.
I sometimes think sorr~thing terra ble is going to happen.
I

Even with an acquaintance I somet\mes feel uncomfortable
and unwanted.
I am ashamed of myself for not doing better.
I like to help other people.
I can't bear to make a fool of myself in public.
There are certain foods I can't stand.
I wish someone would tell me just what to do .
I have more problems than most people.
I have disappointed my parents.
I have attacks of nervousnes s which ups et me.
The sentences which were in the pile of exact opposites of
what Marion wanted to say about herself were:
I often do things aga inst

my

will .

I so metimes feel wishy-washy.
I sometimes act cowardly.
I am a very popular person.
I like to fe el that things are pretty well cut and dried
before I try something new.
When I have a problem, I sit cbwn i mmediat ely and reach a
solution.
I am usually prompt •
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I have a stable personality.
I never feel sorry for myself.
Thoughts seldom or never keep me a wake.
I never regret th ings I do even when I do them on the spur
of the moment •

\

I am unashamed of all my unhappiness and troubles.
When s omething unexpected happens I rarely feel upset.
I sometimes make a fool of myself to entertain other people .
At times I feel numb in certain pa r ts of my body.
I am bothered with headaches.
Sometimes cold chills come over me.
I have an enormous appetite.
I used to think I was in love but I just don't pay any
attention to it any more.
At t imes I feel weak all over.
This is the character sketch she wrote:

'I can't set down on paper my exact personality and
cha racter because I really don't know, but I do know that
people (that is some people) think that I am worse than
I really am. My pa.st life has caused people to t alk about
me and I don't blame them because my life has not been
entirely admirable according to the conventions of
modern society.
,when I am terribly depressed or feel my thoughts weighing on me, the only solution that has seemed to help, so
far, has been to drink a nd for get i t--at leas t temporarily.
Afterwards instea d of being further depressed I feel
better. That habit of dri nking is one of the factors that
has caused so much comnent. It is not habitual in the
true sense of the word yet. I 1 ve never tried to hide it
except from my mother, mo is a strict, conventional person,
heartily disapproving of anything not quite orthodox. I
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have al ways lived for the moment alone until the last two
years I never looked ahead to see what effect that fact
might have on me.
1
I do have a code of morals that
strictly. I feel that drinking has
to do with one's morals, although I
people do.

I adhere to very
npthing whatsoever
\ealiz e that other
\

\

''Always I 1ve strived to be q_ifferent from the ordinary
common person. I feel that I have the capa city for enjoying and feeling happiness more than other people, yet I
can also feel more depress ed than other people.
· 1My home has been divided since I was seven years old
and that factor may a ccount for the fact that I ran away
from unhappiness. I ran away twice--each time through
marriage and each ti~e involved myself in more unhappiness.
I make other people unhappy bec ause of my psychological
make-up. Mother and I are so opposite in everything we
thin.k , say, and do that my home lif' e is particularly
unhappy.
·

'1 can make friends easily. My background has been
such that I am able to converse on almost any subject.
I like to be with people--I can't stand b eing alone.
'I become easily infatuated with people t o the ex tent
t ha t I eventually make them unhappy .
,.My accomplishments -are mostly along the lines of music ,
a little dramatics, and .literary arts.
1I
have learned to control my tanper, although it is
terr ifi c when not under control.

· I disguise my true feelings because I learned early
in life tha.t it wasn 1 t worth Wlile to exhibit them to
other people.

:r crave exci tement and something different all the
time . I am sometimes quite nervous. I believe that if
I were in a different environment, where the fact that
I had been married twice wasn't constantly 'held up to
me 1 • I would find true happiness and would be able to
make a success of myself.
' If I could adjust myself now, I would be a great deal
happier, but because of con:litions as ~hey are, it is
impossible. '..
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Her intelligence score would indicate that she was a woman
of superior ability.

The Pressey X-0 suggests that she finds a

number of things unpleasant and may have some paranoid tendencies.
The personality cards indicate that she is unstable, given to
mocds, nervous, and J~t possesses ~u.ite a lpt of self-confidence.
The character sketch she wrote bears out about the same things,
but mentions specific difficulties which seemed to be the crux
of her problems.

She had had an unhappy home life and had been

twice disappointed in marriage . 1

Together with this unhappiness

came the social stigmata that was cast upon her and the unpleasantness of living with her mother who condemned everything she did.
This role was prepared for her to remove some of the
social pressure which she was under a nd give her status.

It was

short so that it would be easy for her to keep i n mind and
could be understood principally by t he way it was used in the
dramatized conferences ·.
'You are a person who has had a variet y of interesting
experiences in y our life upon which to draw . You are
gracious, talented, and independent of other p eople,
emotionally. You do no t need others to approve of everything you have done in order to be hap py. That is to say,
y ou do not feel shattered or ove~whelmed by their
criticism but your experiences make you more understanding
and helpful to anyone who nee ds -our support or aid .

1. Her f irst mar riage was anoiuJled by her parents . Her
father promised at the time to send her to a music school but
never did. She had been bitterly disappointed in this. She
remarried later but her second husband corrnnitted suicide. This
may clarify some of the a l lusions made in her chara cter sketch to
these things.
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In this way her past has been reinterpret~d as interesting
and a valuable source of experience from which to draw to hel p
herself and others.

Before it had been something from which to

es:cape or live down.
The one actual personality change thi ~ was effected i n her
role was that she could :md would be l ess affected by the role
society had pinned on her as a result of misfortunes.
The first conference was s p ent in dramatizing scenes from
her current life with her mother.

In almost all the conferenc es

in role therapy scenes come about as a suggestion from the client.
If not, the clinician sometimes inquired, "Tell me just how or
in what way are y ou made to fee l most unhappy," or some other
questions to the s ame effect.
In conference she said that her mother cons t a nt l y nagged
her, found faul t with everything s he did, Md reminded her that
she had brought disgrace to the fanuly.

She also told Marion

ths.t it wa.s her duty to se e thc1.t such a thing woul d not be
repeated.

Instead of feeling depressed or antagonistic, as she

said she usually did, her new role p ermi tted her to acknowledge
that she probably had caused her mother some unhappines s.

Marion

was s hown how she coul d control herself whe n her mother became
irrational and y et not be defensive.

Also she was to s how a

positive and helpful attitude when her mother wa nted something done,
or was in a more cooperative mood.

It might be helpful to include part of Mar i on's history i n
order to see why some of the methods were neces s ary.
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Marion stated that her unhappiness began at the age of five
when her father deserted her and her mother.
Kansas City at the time.

They were living in

Her mother was left much embittered by

the experience and had given vent to it by 1using Marion as an
object of hatred.

As was mentioned in her character sketch,

both her marriages represented escape from her mother.

Marion

in turn, after idealizing the memory of her father for several
years in opposition to her mother's attitude, also c ame to hate
him.

This seemed to be climaxed by his failure to fulfil l his

promise to her after her annulment.

Interpreting her pr oblems

in the light of psychoanalysis, she had developed a subconscious
hatred for all men by generalizing tha t they would disappoint
and hurt her as had her father.
Her a ttitude in her sec0nd marriag e was prob ably influenced
by this and it is thought that the suicide of her second husband
was more than accidental.

This is lmown as a hysterical

"prostitute compl ex. " in which she wished to drag men down and
make them suffer the way she has had to suffer.
Because of the depth of the problem it is difficult to say
how much benefit was t o be realized from the role therapy techniqueo
Her real pr oblem lay i n the earlier part of her life, and
getting back to it when the r esults of it lay in the subc onscious
present was difficult.

It was suggested that the conferences

could be dramatized at a certain t ime in the case's life; perhaps
drama tized with the ca se first res ponding as might have been done
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at tha t age, and then goi ng over the s ame situation, the second
t ime the case using her r ole •

If this co u1 d be done the case

would have a chance to c athartize durin g the first dramat ization
and reorient herself t o the old problem in the light of her role
I

the seco nd time.

In Marion's part.:i cular case it was hoped that

it mi ght be done eff ectively enough to be retroa ctive; tha t is
to say, refocalize her hatred upon her father (11 ) and remove
the generality from her hatred.

If this could be done her

heteros exual ad justment would be more wholesome.

By doing this

she could a lso make a more mature ad justment to her father.
This meU od was employed in the second conference.
Dramatization of three different inc idents with her father were
ena cted Ln this manner.
In the thir d conference scenes before her ma r riage with her
first husband, with him, a scene after the mar r i age, and a ·t hird
aft er the a nnul1!!3nt-the last time she saw him.
Scenes in the fourth conference were with t he boy she
was then dating.

The two of the m were g oing to take Civil Service

examina tions for positions in Washington , D. C.
accepted they planned to be married.

If they were

The scene wa s dire cted toward

preparing her for the disappointment if their plans did fail to
mature.
live for.
failed.

She said at the time t hi s was t he only thing she had to
She hinted t mt she might cormiit suicide if their plans
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Although certain circwnstances prevented the continuation
of conferences, she came to the clinic at a later date and reported
that her home life had improved considerably, and, although she
did not marry the boy or go to Washington, she did not feel
terribly unhappy.

J

It was felt that Marion had received some benefit

fro m the conferences, ·since she wanted to continue them and
reported improvement.

It was felt, however, that much more needed

to be done.
Case Four
Francis also came to the clinic upon the recommendations
of another case that was being handled at the time.

His intelli-

gence score .was in the .ninetieth centile for college freshmen, and
the Pressey X-0 showed no serious deviations from th e normal.

In

the affectivity column he was highest in. dis gus t and neurotic
i terns.

The idiosyncrasy column was hig_h est on neurotic i terns,

but even then barely exceeded the seventy-fifth centile.

His means

were l ow in both columns, so these items ma y show some relative
signif,¼cance.

The personality cards which were s orted in pi les

and seemed to have particular significance were:
I am never timid.
I rarely lose my temper.
I am in the very best health.
When I am trusted with a secret I confide in no one.
I am hap py most of the time.
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I rarely feel bored with other people.
Thoughts seldom or nev~ keep me a wake.
I like to do new things by: JDYSelf.
I like to help ot;her people.
I can •t bear to make a fool of myself in public.
The cards which appeared to throw special light on Francis'
problem were:
I am not able to stand a great deal of pain.
I get jittery if I hav e to do one thing very long.
I am always afraid of being humiliated.
Sometimes annoying thoughts come to my mi nd a nd won't l eave.
I am moody.
I sometimes let p eopl e t alk me into something a nd l a ter
realize I shoul d have had mor e b ackbone.
I sometimes act cowardly .
I often make u p stories and tell lies o
I am not as strong as most p eople t hink .
I can't bring myself to look people in the face.
I often have terrible headaches.
I loo e my temper over nothi ng.
I think people talk about me behind my back.
I r'ind it difficult to talk to strangers.
I often feel ill at ease in the presence of a teacher or
superior.
I sometirres make a fool of myself to entertain other people.
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I can't taste certain kinds of food.
At times I feel numb in certain parts of my body.
I am bothered , by he,adaches.
There are certain foods I can't stand.
I have disappointed my parents.
I am a misfit.
As can be seen from the material presented neither the

Pressey X-0 nor the personality cards seem to indicate any s pecific
difficulty.

In group two of the personality cards appeared several

of the sentences usually selected by hysterical patients (12).
Some of them are given below.
I sometimes feel tired when I get up in the mornin g.
I am unashamed of all my unhappiness an d troubles.
I am ashamed of myself for not doi ng better.
I sometimes have funny t a stes in my mouth.
I cart smell th-ings by just thinking about them.
Sometimes cold chills come over me.
I frequently ha ve a craving for special k i nds of fo ods.
Once in a while everything goes blurred.
I have an enormous a ppetite.
Even this trend is not especially significant, however.
He then wrote his character sketch, which seems equally naive.
· I am a boy who was br ought up in a school t ea cher's
li f e and had to change my character to fit in several
diff erent environments. First I remember is when I was
in the first gra de and some of the happenings Ln my first
year of school, which caused several changes in my life.
One thing was my mother made me wear, -a bib when I took
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my lunch to school, and it wasn •t long unti 1 I was not wearing it and eating my lunch in the coal shed with the other
boys. :My- first scolding which I remember anything about
was when my sister and I had gotten a new pair of roller
skates. I teased her and wasn't letting her alone and my
father said if I didn't quit he was going to call the
Marshall and have me put in jail. It was more of a scare
than anything, but I remember that incident very plainly.
I have had a lx:n.11:. everything I want during my ear ly childhood, and on up through the years. My grandparents have
babied me in some ways which I do not feel was to the best
_of my advantage. One inci d ent I rememb er very plainly
was when my father was going to give me a spanking a nd
I ran to my Grandmother and she dicJn 't let him touch me.
I am a great lover for sports and look up t o great
ath letes with the hope that ·I would be one some day. I
participated in high school athletics and was always on
the first team. Some of the boys thought because I was
a principle's son that was the reason I was always there.

··r did not study in hi gh school like I should h ave and
father .treated me just like I was a student going to
school, which was not his own chil.d. High school teachers
did not let me slide so. much, but I think they did some,
thinking it might - help them to keep their jobs.

my

il have lived a life in whi ch I have had t o act diff erent in my ways and which has had an effect on my personality.
People have told my folks that I coul d meet people a nd as sociate with people better than most children my age . If
it is true I believe that the changing of location and the
association with so many different people ha s helped me
to become that way. I have had a great many associations
with girls and have had a great many love affairs. I
have done some things which I am ashamed of now, although
it is an experience which has ·helped tne sin ce those things
hav~ hap pened. I do not kn ow why, but I am very interested in sex and I look 'up on it differently than most boys
and girls my age; maybe one r eason is that I have read
books and talked to doctors regarding the sex problems.
There are a lot of things I do not know aoout it that I
would like to learn, which I would like to have help on.
I am engaged to a girl I am now going with and love very
dearly.

·I want to become an Industrial Art ins true tor, -my r eason
bei ng that I want to be a school teacher since I know what
a .teacher's life is and like it. I do not like to have
people tell me what t hey like about me. I have had girls,
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as well as boys, tel l me that I had good looking hair,
or that I was handsome. I do not like to be bragged
about or told things like that. '
It seemed to the clinician that the case 1 s acqount
offered no psychological problems unless they were of a hysterical
nature.

Upon t his hypothesis 1 no role was written for him.
The first conference was a dramat ization between the case

and the clinician, in which the clinician took the part of his
girl friend.

It came out in conference that the girl reminded

the case of his moth er and that was why he had selected her
originally.

He said he "dearly loved" his mother.

According

to psychoanalytic theory any conflic t occurring at the oedipal
level would have been repressed.

If this were t rue, reori entation

to the a ctual problem would have to occur at the same level .

At

the end of the first conference it was discovered that Francis
had trouble wi th 11 ejaculatio praecox".

This behaviorial symptom

also seemed to indicate hysteria.
At the beginning of the second conference he menti oned
this problem again.

He said any bodily conta ct with his girl

friend caused him t o ejaculate.

The clinician told him that the

conferences were a means of taking care of t his problem.

He

seemed satis fied with this explanation and was very cooperative.

1. It was assumed that the case actually did have some
problem or he would not have come to the clinic f or aid . In
dealing w:i. th other hys t erical cases it had been noted that
symptoms did not always appear on pencil and paper tests.
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During c onference it seemed that it might help if the case
were to lie down and relax .

The procedure was according to Jacob-

son's methods (9) --:for relaxation.
"neo-catharsis"··

Hadley (?A) called this method

It is described as being somewhere bet ween

abreaction and regular ca tharsis, but much less violent than the
former.

By using this some of the conscious inhibition is released

and the subconscious ·associations are brought into play .

It was

hoped that this would facilit ate memory of earli er events and
help this case to dramatize as if he were a young child .
The scene that was selected for th e first conference was
one which he had mentioned in his character sketch in which he
pushed his younger sister off the sidewalk when the two were
playing with their roller skates. _ The clinician took the part
of his father .

In~the role of his father the c l inician reprimanded

him and then sent him into the house to teil his mother what he
had done .

The clinician then became Francis' mother and talked

to him in the same way t hat she might have.
eff ective; when the clinician asked

11

The method was

Aren •t you ashamed of your-

self?",, "ls this the kind of a little boy mother has? 11 , Francis
cried as if he were a srrall child.
The next conference centered about Francis ' first date .
The discussion was between the case and his mother.

In .doing

this the clinician tried to go through a scene, first res ponding
in such way as his mother might have concerning his dating and
giving some girl part of his aff ection.

This was to make him
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feel the conflict bet ween t he filia l and connubial loves.

Then

the clinic ian repeated the scene. in such a way as t o release him
from the connubial attachmept to her and place i t normally on the
opposite sex of his own age.

Soon after he reported that he no

longer ejacula ted prematurely but that he was having regular
intercourse with her. 1

This and other evidence t aken from t his

cas e seemed to indi ca te that Role Therapy could be adapted to the
treatment of hysteri cal pr obl ems .

Furt her conferences were made

impossibl e by the termination of the school year , although this
was a poor pl a ce in which t o leave the series of conferences.
Case Five
Arthur ~ras the first case who was handled using the role
therapy techni que.

He was in t he ninetieth centile for fresh.~en

on the i ntelligence test.
low.

On t he effectivity items he was very

His hi ghest i terns were disgust, sw picion , and shut in;

none of these exceeded the fiftieth centile.

In the idiosyncrasy

column he was in the ninety-ninth c-entile ( plus ) on suspicion,
in the ninety-ninth centile on unpleasant, association, and wrong ,
and in the eightieth centil. e on shut-in i terns.
significant considering the few i terns he marked.

This is relatively
The personalit y

1. Although it is not within the scope of Clini cal
Psychology to deal with this problem on ethical grounds, it might
have been possible to bring this practice under oontrol if conferences could have been oontinued.
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sentences which appeared in the very characteristic stack and
whi ch seemed to throw some light on the case are:
I put off work whenever I can.
I don't like to bo ther wi th other pe ople's problem.5.
I 1m always talking about myself.
I am always becoming di s couraged and quitting in the middle
of one job.
I often fee l sorr y for myself.
I am always af raid of bei ng humiliated.
I am moody.
When I do something wrong I never feel satisfied until I've
made up for it.
I Vlt>rry a bout H ttle t hing s.
I guess I 1m just not like other people.
I often feel ashamed of myself and unwor thy .
I often make up stories and tell lies.
I sonetimes i.rragine myself to be a ve ry gr ea t pe rson.
Often the more I t hink of a problem the more confus ing it
seems.
I sometimes lose control of myself.
I often have terribl e headaches.
I think· people t a lk about me behind my back.
I sometimes feel that I am less worthy than others.
People like to have me tell jokes.
I am ashamed of myself for not doin g better.
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I have no self-confidence.
I like to help other p eople.
The cards which Arthur stacked in pile four are:
I hav e t he ability to grasp an exp1anation quickly .
I feel that I have the ability to do mos t anything I
decide to do •

In a conve~sation, after I have s poken I usually feel that
I have made a genuine contribution .
I am able to for get unpleasant t hings :L."l a ver y short ti me.
I have plenty of confidence in myself .
Wh en I am trusted with a secret I confide in no one.
When I have a problem, I sit down irrmediately and reach a
solution.
I have always kept my mind on- Vlhat I 1m doing and saying .
I have a stable pe r sonali t y .
I have definite ideal s an:i ideas which I firmly stand by .
Thoughts seldom or never kee p me awake.
Other people's presence never bother me .
I never regret things I do even when I do the m on the spur
of the moment.
I am unashamed of all my unhappiness and troubles.
For a character sketch he wrote the following:
·To tell about this person is a story. Tall, sad-eyed,
large-nosed, jaw a little prominent and angular, black hair,
thin beard, emoti onal lips for a large voice. Poor intellect,
too introspective, easily moved by emotional exper i ence,
and weakness in being moved to tears by music, paintings,
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weakness in others, beauty in anyth ing . Likes every one,
but a little too apparent in this love of all t n:e s of
people . In uisitive as to what makes eop le rea ct the
way they do .
ways searching for a reason, a l ink, that .
will help to see ins:L e of them. Picks up a maga zine an '
looks for sensatio ns sue h as nudes , but once seeing he.m
is not interested-loses interest unless t here is inspiration behind it--lasting though t and a vital spark of
beauty .
Gathers odd p eople a bout him; people with a love f or
one t hing such as art, or farming, or making mone·y -people that have no interest in art or i n anything, but
enjoying onl y physical pleasure--gett ing drunk . Has a
strong desire to help them, to increase thei r 9-ppreciation
of life. At first the attraction is phys i cal--whether of
either sex, the attraction is physical. If t he person is
not shallow the a ttra ction chang es to a desire t o hel p
them and the r esult will be by being h el ped. I t i s pure ly
selfish; if they can't be helped, they will probably b e
able to share their pleasures a nd do t he ' helpi ng he mselves.
If the indiYidual is shallow a different process foll ows-it is long and difficult and usually restil ts of it. It
involves arguments , shocking t o g et them t o thinking , a nd
thereby their horizons broaden and hi s, too.
Loves attention, loves to do something well, but i s
often warped by extremes of emotion . Blue p eriods, gay
periods. The blue periods are ex cee dingly gr a tifying if
they are brought about by hims elf, but let him be involved
in the m by circumstances and he finds a fourth wall a nd
then it is bad . There are never thoug hts of suicide; he
only wonders why there are not. He must be an ex tr eme l
odd person becaus e I have seen people stare wonderingly
and then look away. ··

It was decided that he had many of the s ymptoms of an
anxiety and psychasthenic p ersonality .
his loves for people.
rejected by society.
own

in society.

Together with this was

He desired friends but would probably feel
He apparently felt inc apable of holding his

He se emed to feel isola ted.

Exactly what the

bases for these were could not be discerned but it s..ggested
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homosexuality and fears of social ostra cism as a result of it if
he were exposed.
Tnis is the role which was written for him.
You are a sampler of life, interested in what others
are doing and saying. Although you ar e inter e sted in them,
you are a little aloof of them emotionally. You observe
them and find put· the whys of their nature, ask them
questiqns; you discover what people r eally ar e; you are
the kind of a person who has not always done the right
thing and who has been criticized a great deal, but you
have experimented with yourself, with other pe ople, and
with life itself. You want to see what makes them tick.
You are not thick-sk1rined, but you are too preoccupied by
intellectual curiosity to be bothered by what othe~s say.
You participate in life itself. You do the kind of things
successfuih people reminisce about doing when they were in
college. When y ou go to bed at night y ou go, having seen
the passing parade, and not as one who sat on the sidelines and munched peanuts. You are particularly interested
in people who
afraid of the world and l iJ.<-e a boy with
a turtle try to coax them out of their shells.

are

This kind of role was g iven to excuse him many of the feelings of guilt and support his e go.

It allowed him to be the inter-

esting person he was and feel that he had a purpos e in life which
was much bigger than he was, and still let him be just about what
he was.
In the first conference the case was g iven his role and was
then put into a scene in which he opened up a convers ation with
a freshman who was about to be ousted from his boarding house .
He asked Arthur what he shoul d do about it.

In t his way Arthur

was thrown into the role of a friend to people who are afraid of
life.
In dramatizing this situation Arthur was in a pos ition that
he had to interpret society keenly and fairly to the fr.es.hman and
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at the same ti me keep th e freshman 1 s problems in mind s o as to advise
hi m as to what was best to do.

This kind of situat ion make him

balance society up with t he individual in such a way as t o bri ng
about a positive adj ustment to it.

It was planned t his way

because it was prob abl y di.f ferent from what a pe rs on of par anoid
tendencies, a s appeared in Arthur's di agnos is, would prdi na ri l y
do.
Arthur handled the situation f airly well a nd seemed to sens e
how he woul d act in his role.

He ma de a few sug ges tions t o the

freshman and invited him to come over to visit him if he felt
lonesome.
For tha second confere nee Ar thur was a s ked t o pretend t hat
he was now married a nd was talki~ wi. t h one of his neighb ors .

The

initiative in the conv ersation was shifted to Ar thur t o give him
practice using his r ole.

This ide~ of marriage was t o suggest t hat

desp ite pr es ent homosexual tendencies he wou l d work out a s uccessful heterosexual adjwtment.
It was known t o the clinic through oth er sources t h at
Arthur had b een having a number of d if fi cult i es . 1

1. He had been asked to le ave the pl ace h~ was s t aying .
The cause for thi s was unknown to the clinician . He t hen pl anned
to move to a boarding ho use but was informed by the l andlady that
she could not t ake him. He sai d i n the next co nf erence that he
had been spending mos t of each d ay in a colle ge sw eet shop writing
English themes f or students i n ex chan ge for pg. ckages of ci gare t tes
or money.
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In conference he didn 1 t care to dramatize his role, but
wanted to cathartize his problems.

It wa s with some .di fficulty

that the clinician kept him in his role .

He said he was as ked to

take up a character and "ad lib" in drama tics a nd t he idea made
him "sick".

It wa s felt that it was best to postpone t he conference

until the following day.
For the next conference the sup ervisor of the clinic played
the part of the dean of men and a scene was enacted in which Art hur
was called in by the dean and a sked to quit school.

He told the

case that he was no good, did not appreciate his opportunities
at college, and was a demoralizing influence on the other students.
Then the supervisor, hoping to place the c ase in a s i tuation
which wo uld force him to use his role, c alled him a bum and a
worthless homosexual.
nothing.
stress.

However, the case became depressed a nd said

The supervisor then sugg ested how he might reply under
The case was still too frustrat ed to act, so the clini cian

was substituted in his place, the sup ervisor repeating t h e s cene
and the clinician responding the way the c a se should have.

The

case was to be too interested to let the accusations depress him .
When the dean told the case he was a homosexual he was to ask
something like "How can you distinguish a homosexuaJ., Dean Hoffman ,
how are they different from other people", or, "Do you have many
cases of this kind?"

The attitude to be e:xpressed was one of an

experiences or sampler of life.

It offered the case ground on

wch to stand, an attitude, and a projected way of meeting situations.
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At the end of the conference the case had regained his
composure and appeared to g ras p the significance of his role.
Ar thur came to the next conference on time whereas he
_;/

usually missed or was late if he di d come .
dramatized with Arthur.
and his father.

Again the supervisor

This time the scene was between the case

His father as ked him why he had lost his job .

Ar thur told him he was having some difficulties whi ch bothered
him and turned the point of conversation by saying they should
really come to know ·each other better.

Throughout the confer ence

the case clung to his role and seemed more reassured than at
previous times.

It was then explained that th is was the real

Arthur Drisco.

Now he could ass ociate with people , knowing how

to to control those old fears of homosexuality and social rejection
which had always kept him in a state of anxiety.

The case had

apparently made quite a cha nge since his last co nference.

The

di.rector of his activity g roup came over to the clinic to t ell
what a great change had taken place in Arthur .

He worked much

harder, was mare sociable and interesting, and seemed like a
different µ3rson.

His employer, l\ho mew nothing of Arthur 's

therapeutic conferences, remarked to the a cting director afterwards that Ar thur was g etting to v\Drk on time and doing much better
wo rk.
Arthur himself reported that he was happier than he had
been for a long time.

Duri ng the remainder of the school year he

continued to report improvement.
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Case Six
Ger t rude

1

was a s chool t eacher in a high school about one

hundred miles f r om the cl inic.
c onferen ce .

She came in f or a one aft ernoon

She was given the re gular batt er y of diagnosti c tests .

Since she was a colleg e gra duate , senior norms were us ed and she
was in the s eventy- fi fth centil e on the mental t es t . The Pressey
X- 0 show ed disgust , worry, shut in , and mel ancholy i t ems t o be the

highest in t he affectivity co l umn .
fifth cen ti le or above .
centile mar k .

All of them were at the ni nety-

Pa ranoid items were at the ei ghtieth

In the i diosyncr as y column unpl easant, disgus t ,

as sociation , a nd wrongs were i n the ni nety - ninth (plus ) cen t ile .
She sorted the following sentences int o sta c

one:

I have the abilit y t o grasp an expl ana tion quickl y .

I someti mes fe el wishy- washy .
Often the more I t hink of a problem the more confusine it
seems .

I am in the very best health .
I f I had more courage I would do many more things than I

now dare t o .
ifuen I am trus t ed with

se cr et I confide- in- no one .

1 . 'This case his tory off r s little evide nce for or agains t
Role herapy and might well have bee n excluded . Her need.s were such
that the most helpful kind of role could not be gL ven to her without a more specific knowledge of v,,m t the ne eds were . This woul d
have possibly been eot ten f r om a s eries of dramat ized conferences .
Instead of being excluded ent ir ely the cas e his t ory was incluied,
but shortened.
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There are certain foods I can't stand.
I am a misfit .
The sentences which a ppeared in the pile of
of what I really

II

just opposite

am'', - were:
/

I don't like to bother with other people 1s problems.
I am not a ble to stand a great deal of pain .
In a conversation, after I have spoken I usually feel that
I have ma.de a genuine contribution .
I

am never timid.

I have plenty of confidence in myself .
I can't brin g myself to look p eople in the face .
I am very slow in making up my mind.
I think people talk about me behind my back .
Wh en I have a problem, I sit down irmnedia tely and reach a
solution.
If I should die tomorrow, no one would care.
I have definite ideals and ideas whi ch I firmly stand by.
I never feel sorry for myself.
I am often annoyed when people a sk me personal questions .
When something unexpected happens I r arel y feel upset .
I frequently feel a craving for special kind of foods .
Her character sketch was as follows:
Billie didn't want to commit murder or e,;en a bank robbery , nor did she hate or love intensively, but she di d have
a few problems. Vfuen she graduated from college she went
into t~aching, . not because she wanted to , but because she
knew of noth ing else she could do. Teaching proved to be
more of a burden than a pleasure (as she had feared) because
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there were several things about the matter that bothered
her. She did not like to discipline the youngsters (high
school) for it seened that they were old enough to know
how to act. Teaching, itself, proved to be a problem for
she expecteg. enthusiasm (or at l east res ponse) and when
only a few could - live up to her standards of a s tudent
(pupil) she felt that she was not a good teacher . Another
thing t hat bothered her was that she felt she was not a
perfect teacher, in fact, she felt that she didn't even
have the earmar ks of one. She was not a moral example
(she liked to dance , smoke and drink occasionally, and
men seemed at least a means to an end f or her). She also
felt that her knowledge of her subject was a mere
smattering in comparison to what she should kn ow. Ano ther
thing that caused her to worry was that she was fired
two y ears in succession with no appar ent reason. Now she
is wondering if there is somet hing radically wrong with
her personality, appearance , or general outlook. Some
people respond to her i mmediately (very few) and with others
it is only over a period of t ime that she can make friends.
This may be due to a big nose whi ch gives her the air of
a snob, but which covers a great deal of timidity. This
timidity is an outgrowth of a chi..ldhood inferiority complex
concerning her ·small sister . Her sist er was always cute
and had a sweet smile for eve:ryone, but Billie was always
shy or the extreme opposite (very outs poken). Consequently
there were always oo mpliments about the sister concerning
looks, manners, etc., a nd Billie was reserved for the
intelligent list. This a l ways rankled for her grea.test
desire was to have people like her--great gobs of people-but her brusque way of speaking never appealed to the
multitude . Only dur i ng the l ast fe w years did she realize
that her s ister had had a complex because of Billie's good
grades and rapid school work. There was another situation
in Billie's life that caused her some discomfi tu.re. She
had always had an intense dislike for her father . He was
a domineering, uncouth individual who always wanted
someene else to do his work , Because of this he would
associate with the crummi est individuals in order to be
superior. Her mother took this for a long time and was
finally divorced, but his influence had already been felt.
The father was a person who was always complaining of an
ache or pain or about someone doing him a dirty deal.
Billie has worried for y ears that she will develop the same
type of personality, because everyone had sai d she resembles
her father. Since her parents were divorced she has only
seen her father once and she was very humiliated by his
table manners, appearance, and his general conversation.
This is why Billie _went to the psychologist.
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It ap peared that Ger trude had lived part of her life
worrying over pos sible unpleasantnesses whi ch might occur a ni had
started out i n" h~r teachiI).g career to make them occur .

She said

in co nference that she was to be dismissed for the third time
from the school at which she was then teaching .

Most of her symp-

toms were common t o cases who ha ve c ompulsion neuroses.

It was

not felt that Gertrude was g iven much actual aid in the one conference, but no check-up was made.
She was given a role which was suitable to a s chool teacher,
but yet gave her the feeling that she could turn her popula rity
with the students i nto a meaningful and helpful role--helpful
both to her and the st udents.

Thes e sente nces taken from her

role express best what the clinician was a ttempting to give ·
he r .

"You are doing a fundamental kind of work in the lives of

your students.

Other teachers may not realize how important their

work is, and how far-reaching its influence .may be. 11
Two scenes were dramatized .-

The first was wi th a school

superintendent to whom she was applyi ng for a teaching position
and the second was one in which a student was about to quit school
because he was not b eing benefited b y it·.
Gertrude ob jected to the first scene because she said she
was tired of teaching a nd g etting "fired"; three t imes was enough
t o prove that she was no g ood at the school teaching

11

rac ket1t .

Before dramatizing the second scene the clinician sug gested that
her role could be useful dUt'ing the rest of the year, but its
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applications were not limi ted to the school room.

At the end of

the second scene, during which she cooperated more than in the
first, she expres sed disappointment that she .had not been told the
kind of psychological

11

make-upn she had.

She said she would be

able to return at the end of the school year for another conference
or series of them.

She did not kee p the appointment, however.

Her diagnos tic material suggested tha t she needed reorientation
to imny ver y fundamental problems which could not be probed into
effectively that afternoon.

It was hoped that scenes could be

presented in the later conferences which would give her a chance
to cathartize her feelings and understand her problems in the
light of her role.
Case Seven
Laura Lou came to the cli nic to g et some help with study
habits.

On the mental test she was in the fortieth centile for

college freshmen.

On the Pr es s ey X-0 t re hi ghest scores in the

affectivity column were on dis gust, sex, pa r anoid, and shut-in
items, but none of these ex ceeded the seventy-fifth centile .

In

the idiosyncrasies she was highest in shut - in , melancholi c and
paranoid it ems , which were ninety-ninth, ei ghtiet h , and sixtyfjfth centiles, respectively.
The sentences on the rersonality cards which seemed to be
of particular si gnificance were:
I of ten do things against my will.
I often feel sorry for myself.
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I am always afriad of being humiliated.
I am always doing sorrething and feeling sorry about it later .
In a group I 1m very quiet and reserved.
When I do something wrong I neve r feel satisfied until I 1ve
made up for it •
I am able to forget unpleasant things in a very short time.
If I had rrore courage I would cb many more things than I
now dare to.
I sometimes feel frightened by my thoughts.
I think

re ople talk about me behind my back .

I feel that I have no rrel friends.
I often feel ill at ease in tre µ-esence of a teacher or
superior. ·
I so rretimes think s omething terrible is going to happen .
Even with an acquaintance I sometimes feel uncomfortable
and unwanted.
I ha ve no s elf-confidence.
I can 1 t bear to make a fool of mys elf in public.
I wish someone would tell me just what to do.
I often p:-e tend I am something I'm not •
At ti mes I feel weak all over.
I

ii ve

often been afraid I was going crazy .

I often think that the t hings people do mean more than just
what it appears.
The cards which she stacked in pile number four whi ch seemed
indic a.ti ve were:
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In a c onversation after I have spoken I usually feel that
I have made a genuine contribution.
I am a ver~r popular person.
I am boisterous am show off in a crowd.
I have plenty of co nfidence in myself .
When something unexpected hap p ens I rarelJr feel upset.
I fr equently have pai ns in certain ps.rts of my body.
The chara cter sketch whi ch she wrote gave a great deal of
direct insight into the kind of pers on Laura Lou thought she was
She was a colle ge student completing her second semester
a s a freshman. I knew her quite well having been an associate of hers for all of nzy life . She was a very ordinary
individual having led t he life of the usual Western Kansas
girl. This girl was very self-conscious . She had an
intense d r ead of doing wron g, especially when in front
of s t r angers and -her intermediate superi ors , suc h as
teachers. She feared to a:i:proach her superiors; in fact,
I believe that she often believed the m to be indi victuals
which would injure a nd take advantage of her. She always
had the feeling of appearing small, uni mp ortant, and
insignifi cant in the eyes of her superiors even though
they were persons of her own age and intelligence .
'She was an introvert; or accordin g t o a previously
t a ken personality test, she was t ermed thus. She was
emotional to the extent tha t a motion picture show would
often bring her to te ars . She rather f eared members of
the opposite sex--especially those of her own age.
Maybe. I should not use the term 11 fear 11 ; but most of the
time when meeting a boy, she would tend to shrink up and
would never be able t o think of anything to s ay to him.
This was particularly true when the meeting was accident al
or by chance. When amon g intimate friends whom she knew
well, she oftentimes would pour out her feelings and
afterwards would ha ve a feeli ng of relief.
'd.aybe the following fact should
who was only seventeen was the only
ate family. Her parents lived on a
neighbors, and it was only when she
she had any playmates. During high

be known. This girl
child in her intermedifarm with no close
attended school tha t
school she had no

0
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intimate friends who were her classmat es , but instead she
looked at girls some years older for companionship. Indeed,
among her classmates , she had, and still does have, a
feeling of inferiority and of being left out. She always
feared and dreaded the opinions of others about herself.
She always be11ieved that they did not like her and did not
want to associ---a'be with her. Indeed, I imagine that she
had a deep longing to be the center of things, even to the
extent of being a leader . She held back and did not
try to attain lea dership because she feared that she
might be laughed at. Instead she always was a n outsider
looking in at the activities of the 1 we--group . 1 ·
It might seem worth while to illustr ate a point which was
made in the introduction that just any role which seems to meet
the case's proble~ can not be used.

Laura Lou needs frie nds ,

she wants to be accepted by boys, and in general ttsocia lize''
more,

Here is an example of a r ole which co uld be given to meet

these needs but would be unsuited to her personality .
·You are a :pers on who takes adva ntage of al l social opport uni ties with the op posite sex . You are attractive ,
poised , and interested in what is going on about you .
You are 'peppy ', vivacious, and enjoy a great number of
things. You go out of your way to ma ke friends. You now
do with eas e some of those things which for merly you
dreaded to do. You don't reproach yourself for every
little mistake you make, but you are tolerant with oth e r
people as well as y ourself. You are _broadminded and
_sympathetic with t hem and a re always doing new and
interesting things. ·
If.such a role were g iven it would have b een too di f ficult
for· her to handle.

It did not harmoni ze with her nat ur al person-

ality.

By n a ture she was reserved, not in the least a social

mixer .

She did not have the ego-strength to solicit friends nor

the confidence to attack an y of the things which she dreaded to
do.

There is little doubt wt wha.t she would have found it too

humiliati ng and trying to be vivacious.

In addition to this ., the
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role tries to alter so many of her characteristic personality factors that she would have been unable to ke e p them all in mind.
Role Th°).~py, as it is understood , is the natural p ersonality of the cas~ially expressed.

It is necess a r y t o study

the indi victual s ympathetically in order to tell how the

11

rea lH

self might better be harmonized; it capitalizes on natural
potentialities.
This is the role which was written for Laura Lou:
·You ar e always charming, gentle, andrefir:ed. You are
never rowdy or c.oarse. You have man y of those traits which
other people desire--poise, gentle~ess, personal cha r m,
and wholesome beauty. You a r e a lady as others would like
to be, but are too awkward. When people b ecome acquainted
with you they like your freshn ess and charm. When you wear
a new dress it a l ways seems to suit a nd when you come into
a room it will be just as if you belonged there. You
will' seem so har monious t ha t people may not notice you;
t his is becaus e y ou seem so na tural. You are sensitive
as to how others feel and they feel quite at ea se in
your presence.
You don 1 t want the kind of self-confidenc·e some have,
the thick-skinned type, but the kind thst comes from
kno v1i ng that you have poise. You ar e the kind of per s on
peop le like to be with, because they feel that their
personal'ity is being respected when they are wi t h y ou. ·
Laura Lou liked the role a nd seemed to be able to us e it
· quite natttrally with a little practice.

During the four

conferences she appe ared to grasp the situation and remain in
cha racter most of the time.

When she beca me frustr at ed , nervous,

or did not krow how to reply, the clinician helped her.
When she came to the last two conferences she no lon,ger
hung her head but smi led confidentl y whe n she asked the secretary
if the clinician was in.

She felt that the conferences and role

_ve.rv-

,...~ sc _o ars

f or colle ge f r e s

an .

j oker i t erns j t is is us.u
He wa s i n t he n.:.net - nin h

occurr ed i n b oth t he a ffectiv ·
ot her i t ems vh ich al" e of si
seventy- f i f t h cent i l e .

Int e

n

ninety-ninth centile on un, leas n
worry , par anoid, a11d shut- i n i ems .
high in t his c olumn , i t w uld s erv

Si n
n

purp

items.

1. Fr ederic k was a c s e of e p cial
s howing some schizophr enic t enden cies , nd h
str ength. 11 He preferr ed t he discuss i on of s m phi
question t o or gani z ati on of lif sc n
II t r·:·
t
the content of his role i 1 order t
e wl 1.t w u d h
f ter t he conferr:rncP-s h ad b een cha 3ed t. o "D d t c 11h
and his ques ti m s wer e s ati s fi d , he sl<ed t,o l"IA V@ h t
ba ck.

] w '.l"
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The s entences which he c onsidered char a cteris tic of himself
were:
I hav e ;the abi lity to grasp an expl anation quickly o
\

I put of! work vtlenever I can.

When I try to be humorous I bore people.

I don 't like to bother with other people 1 s · proble~.
I'm always talking about myself.
I am bored by the way most people amuse themselves.
I am not able to stand a great deal of p ain .
I get jittery if I have to do one thing very long .

I am always be coming dis couraged and qui tting in t h e middiLe
of the job.
I fee l that I ha ve the a b ility to do most anyt ip.ng I d ecide

to do.
In a conv ersation, after I have s poken I usually feel that
I have made a genuine contribution.
I some.t imes let p eople talk me into some t hing a nd later
wish I ha d re£used them.
I often feel sorry for myself.
I am always afraid of being humiliated.
Sometimes annoying thoughts come to my mind and won 't leave .
1hen

I look do wn from high places I get dizzy.

I let my mind wander arxl for get what I am doing and saying.
I am always doing something and ' feeling sorry about i t later.
In a group I am very quiet a nd reserved.

I am moody.
When I do something wrong I never feel satisfied until I' ve
made up f or it.
Life is, as a whole, r ather a miserable affair for me.

I try to protect peo ple's feelings by saying the kind
thing .

I somet imes fe el

11

wishy-washy".

I somet imes l et p eople t alk me into something and later
real ize I should have had more backbone .
I worry about li ttle things .

I sometimes act cowa r dly .
The sentences whi ch he t hought were just the opposite of
what he r eally was, foll ow :
I l ike to do t hi ngs which call for resourcefulness.

vhen something unexpected happens I r arel y feel upset .
I sometimes think someth ing t errible is going t o happen .

Even with an acquaintance I some times feel unc omfortable
and unwanted.
I like to do new thin gs by myself.

When I try somethi ng new I want t o know exactly how t o do
it.
I am ashamed of myself for not doing better.
I have no self-confidence.
I like to hel p other people.
Sometimes I tell somethi ng about s omeone which was told to
me confidentially.
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The character sketch whi ch he wrote is s orrewhat disconnected
and unclear.

Some of his statements are fragmentary and have no

apparent relation to the rest of the character sketch.
'I leave myself wide open by doing this. I should conceal
my e gotism but in the interest of truth and all that, I
don 1 t . ·
'Most of -his thought or at least a large share of it,
was taken up in defending himself . My God! Wasn 1 t he as
social, witty, affable, jovial, and personable as those
ab out him? V\lhy did people avoid him, speak to him in
condescen::iing tones? Perhaps he was so brilliant that
they were envious. He rejected this, at least consciously,
as being ridiculous and merely another technique in this
huge matter of self-defense.
'So far as I can perceive, people i n th e gener al think
I cl.ll1 weak physically ( I agree), intel ligent ( I agree ,
though perhaps I accentuate the impression by the use
of superficialities and techniques), fairly moral in spite
of my frequent and little tiring protests to the contrary,
spoiled (I do not know; six thousand people can 1 t be
wrong in view of the fact that they are the final judges.
I would prefer not t o think so. I would include · a lack
of courage and weak will ower . The latter I consider one
of his most typical or obvious traits).
The thing which had troubled him most and obses s ed him
a l l through life, he came to a ccep t toward his seventeenth
or eighteenth year. He r esigp ed hims elf, but n ot completely.
In writing this I am employing a favorit e ruse-speaking
objectively and thereby placing myself in the pos i tion of
God--in other words, above my companions.
'This will be a singularly muddled and inaccurate report.
I am thinking nothing , being elated. It would b e better
if I tried again when I am depres s ed, then only can the
flow· of my complete self become vivid. Watson said,
1You may not be a salesman , but you can sell on your
charming personality! 1 Said Watson later, 1Well, I 111
tell you, I've been in lots of sanitariums but you're
the craziest ass I've seen yet . 1
!Would it be possible to integrate my life? Heilil, if
he oo uld stop these moods, moods, moods, Moods! If he
be depressed all the time--at least s omething all the
time. Then , on the other hand, perhap s he was inven--~±ng it .
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He was caught, trapped, and there was no way out. The most
beautiful woman in the world! He.rdly. But he told himself
so. He told her so too, later. Now it all seemed so
1
asinine! Perhaps he was insin cere. If he was, he prided
himself on it. He had to. You see, he didn't believe
in his qwn s i ncerity. Life ha d its goo d mom ents--only
rarely, o'f- course, but still ••• '
From the evidence present,e d he was di agnosed a s having a
compulsion neurosis with some pa ranoid tendencies.
characterized by his feelings of p ersecution,

11

This wa s ·

hair s plitt ing"

devic es , and unre lated t hought fragment s .

In recogni tion of his needs, t he followi ng char a cter sketch
was written for him.
You are a p erson of wide creat i v e abili t y . Not h ing
. ever ·ha,ppens of which you are not aware. Every experienc e
offers you an opportunity f rom which to create or pr oduce
something . You make yo ur i dea s s er ve a pur pos e. You
draw characters for your writing out of t he people y ou s ee
in the classroom, i n the r estaur ant, or on the street.
You ma ke a note of what ~hey s ay, how they r ea ct ·t o a
situation, or how the are d iffer ent fr om otliers, and because of it a chara cter in a story really lives. You
organize pla ns and devise schemes for doing t hi ngs whi ch
will make other people's lives easier a nd rich e r. You are
also a student of r ea ctions. When you have wri t t en a
play you may read it to them, not for .cri tici sm, b ut to
see what kind of eff e ct it produces in t ha t individual.
You experiment with their reactions to g et t hem t o be
effected in the way you wa nt them to be.
·You are not a s ocial le ader in the s ense tha t you ar e
a good 'back-slapper I but r ather you are an i nt ellectual
leader. When wi t h ·o thers you may be r ather quie t but
when y ou do say something they recognize tha t a r eal
contribution has been made. You ar e a l eader i n the sense
that ·y ou ' g et there first' not that y ou ha ve a group of
followers.
During the first conference th e role wa s read t o him a nd
he was apparently s a tisfied.

A f ew rruilnor scenes were enacted which

had no bearing on any of his particular problems.

In,_±,he- dr amatization
0
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he showed that he understood how to play the role.

Occasionally

he a sked questions, and appeared to be satisfied with the explanations offered.
The case seemed to be in good spirits and cooperated in the

scenes during the next few conferences.
the role offered him considerable

11

From what the case said,

ego 11 supp ort.

The cas e asked

in the second conference wh at kind of magic was c ontained in the
role.

He reported that it made him feel as if a weig ht had been

lifted off him.

Because of Frederick' s compulsion t endencies it

was suggested that he was to make no important decisions on the
basis of how he was then feeling.

It was apparent tha t his

feeling of "well-being" was due to a checking , by the role , of
certain super-ego domina tions .

If this were true aid was

only temp orary.
From what was brought out in the fourth conference it
app eared that he had no t taken the µ-ecaution that was suggested.
He quit his work.
one moming .

He gave the e:xplanation that he wanted to sleep

After further inquiry he revealed that he had

been feeling unhappy.

He disliked his employer and the boys

with whom he worked .

He said he was afraid he mi ght pick up

a hamner and hit his empl oyer on the head, and he had quit the
job to prevent hims elf from doing so.

He expressed the hope that

he might be given a new role since the other one no longer meant
very much to him.

When he was asked "why," he replied that he

had had time t o think it over.

He continued by saying, "It still
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helps enough to keep it because I can now do a lot of things
w •

ch I couldn't ido before without feeling terribly depressed

afterward. 11
The clinician suspected if the cas e began to analyze his
role he would lose his sense of proportion and the role would
become meaningless.

The clinician explained that the role was

just a way of adjustment and there was no va lue in trying to
discover why it had made him feel happier.

At t he t ime this seem-

ed to satisfy the case, so no additional expl anations were offered.
During t he last conference Freder ick r eport ed that he was
feeling much better and felt confident that he would be able to
continue without further assi~tance.

Those a cquainted with his

problems felt that it would have been best to continue the therapy
over a long period of time.
About a month later he r eturned to the clinic and asked for
additional conferences.

He said he did not even remember the role

and was not satisfied to try the dramat iz.at ion method again.

He

had been reading some books on abnormal psychology and wanted to
know how they related to his problems .

He asked what kind of

a neurosis he had and in what way Role Therapy was supposed t o help
him.
After a conference with the superv.i.sor the clinician then had
a series of conferences with Frederick.

In the second series of

conferences the case was given insight into the general nature of
his psychoneflr osis and s hown how the role was a solution.

A
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r eview of the case under thi s t herapy need no t be gi ven, since
it is not a par t of Role Therapy pr ocedure .

It might be said

that i t covere d s everal weeks and followed t he general pr ocedure
for a "didacti c the r apy" (12) .
At tt.le end of the conferences he s aid he was now able t o
understan d t he relationshi p bet ween what he needed a nd t he r ole ,
and was goi ng to conti nue with the role .
from t he pat i ent.

This las t s uggestion came

The c lini ci an did not urge him t o t r y to a ccept

the role a fter Rol e Therapy was di scontinued .
Ot h~r Cases
Four other cases made applicat i on f or treat ment at the
clinic but they will not be des cribed a t lengt h .

None of them

went t hro ugh enough t r eatment to be helpf ul and some of t hem were
only g iven the diagnosis.
The .first of the four was a boy who came t o t he clinic out
of curiosity .

His di agnosi s sugge st ed that his pr oTulems wer e

ones of inferi ority fe elings.

He had been t he next t o the ol des t

in his f amily until his broth er was a ccidentally as phyxiated by
gas.

His brother had made a s ocial and s cholastic r e cord whi ch

Paul felt he could not equal.
do so.

Yet ot her peopl e expected him t o

He apparently hat ed hi s bro ther yet f el t thst he could not

admit it be cause he was dead.
never returned for treat ment.

He completed t he diagnosis but
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hrfi::s. Ring was ref erred to the clinic by the Welfare agency
of a neighboring county.

She was married a nd had a baby, but her

husband had been inducted into military service.

The diagnosis

showed that she was low in intelli gence an d seemed poorly adjusted
in social areas.

Since her husband's induction she had been

dating other men and was considered a nuisance by the welfare agency.
She was given the r ole of a war mother and arrangements were made
to get her a job in a larger city where she was unknown.

A

psychologist who was in the city took charge of the case,

A later

report said that aid given her there had been unsuccessful.
Another case was a girl who was diagnosed as having
hysterical tachycardia.

Her diagnosis was l ater confirmed but

circumstances did not permit a continuation of Role Therapy.
The last case was a girl who ap_r:eared to have a number of
problems but she was not eager f or treatment.

She had been

recommended to .come to the clinic by a friend and felt that it
was very humiliating,

Her diagnosis was complex a nd seemed

to suggest that she was bordering on a psychosis .

She app eared

to want the conferences but took every opportunity t o miss.
Shortly after, she got a job which prevent ed her from coming to
the clinic.
There were others who came to ask for therapy.

The clinic's

services, however, were not continued during summer , so they could
not be accoIDJIDdated.
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE PRESENT STUDY
1.

Role Therapy can be adapted to the treatment of many

kinds of problems.
2.

Conferences can be plann ed so tha t they take into

a ccount catharsis.

3.

In using this met hod the psychoclinicia..11 may employ

positive suggestion ,<ttich gives the pati ent the impression that
the role is going to be successful.

4.

After the first few conferences, i f the role see.!IlS to

fulfill the case's needs insofar as he has insight , it may be that
it will ·work satisfactorily past the p oint where his insi ght
leaves off.

5.
society.

The role provides a def inite place for the case in

•

It also helps - to . give organi zation and pred i ctabilit y

to reality.

That is to say, the role offers the case a

"ready-made" adjustment in these respects.

This .might be described

as a "semantics" formulation.

6.

Insomuch as the source comes from with out , the c ase is

relieved from making subjective evaJ_uations of himself.

Such

evaluations would take place i f the c as e were trying to effect
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his own personality changes. 1

?.

In Role Therapy the case feels that his adjustment is

supported by th~ ps ychoclinician (Moreno 1 s

11

auxilary ego 11 ) (14).

Therefor e, it seems the case might have the confidence to feel
that in his role he would be accepted by society .
8.

Role Ther apy does not i mpoverish the

9.

Role Therapy r emoves the humiliation connected with the

case's problems .

11

ego-strength. 11

It gives the c ase the right to have hi s problems ,

but on an objective and t alkable basis .

The f a cts of t he pr oblem

are made "to fit" into the scheme of t hings.
10 .

Role Therapy gives the cas e s tatus.

The new personal ity

is stabilized and made dynami c i n the dr amatized c onferences .
11.
needs.

Role Therapy off ers an i mmedia te a d justment t o t he case •s

I n psychoanalysis the c ase ' s problems are not r es olved for

a long period of time.
12.

As Edwards (5) mentioned the therapy was of' most value

in handling college orientation problems and i n dealing wit h cas es
of social maJ.adjustment and i neptitude .

In view of t he pr es ent

study, however , it appears t o ha ve a wider application.
13.

In this study t here i s little evidence t o qualify

Edward ' s conclusi on that Role Therapy is of little value in tr eatment

1. The case is not left to work solutions t o his own pr oblems as is done in _µ;ychoanalysis . Instead he is given a
specific adjustment to them.
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of schizoid types where "ego-strength" is low or for those who
enter upon new roles simply for the sake of adventure .
14.

I

Results of this study confd.rm Edward 1 s ( 5) statement

that Role Therapy is economical in respect to t he time element
involved.

An optimum amount of time for each case depends upon

the problems of the case and also upon the clinician 1 s insight
into these problems .

The clinician continues to get insight

into the cas e ' s problems in the dramatized conferences .

Thi s

insight is not then solely dependent on the diagnostic tests .
15.

It appears that this therapy niay be successfully

J11.odified to ac commodate neuros es in which the a ctual conflict has
been repressed , e . g ., the cases of Francis and Marion.
16.

In the one ins t ance in which Role Therapy did not

seem to aid , the case was not p revented fro m being treated through
another method .
17.

In order for any therapy to have permanent value, it

must mee t the case ' s most disorganizing situations .

Although there

is no reliable meth od of checking the permanent values of Role
Therap y , the cas es presented some positive evi dence1 in this
direction .

1. In t wo of 'dward ' s ( 5) cases in which "follow- up"
work was done, there was a continuation of progress appearing
several months later . In the present study no "foll ow-up" work
has been done.
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18.

Transference does not offer such a problem in this

type of therapy.

From experience in this study it seems that

conferences can be broken off at almost any point without serious
difficulty resulting.
Some of the conclusions whi ch do not s eem to justify this
therapy should be inc luded.

It was observed that if not handled

carefully, this t herapy may give the ego a temporary strengthening
and as a result gr eater frustration later .
based on the c as e of Frederick.

This conclusion was

There i s, as mentioned before,

some doubt as to how permanent the adjus tment has been in some
cases.

Different from wha t Edwards (5) concauded, the therapist

must be able to understand the needs of the c ase with a minimwn
amount of evidence present.

1

In handling certain cases the ti me element may be one
of the moot valuable aids to the therapist.

There may be a certain

ma turation value in other therapies whi c h can be effected only
by conferences over a long period of time.
may be essential.

In some cases insight

By careful selection of scenes, the insight

may be provided for in role therapy.

This may mean a reinter-

pretation of role therapy, but there is no reason to suspect that
this could not be done.

1. Therefore t his study does not agree with Edwards (5)
conclusions that this ther apy does not require a gr eat amount of
intelligence on the part of the clinician. However, it does not
seem that the case need be parti cularly intelligent . This study
can give no evidence in support of this notion since mos t of the
cases handled were of superior intelligen ce.
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This re port does not purport that the conclusions a.re any
way final.

Further study will be necessRry in order to gain an

adequate underst.,inding of the therapy ' s a rJpli cability.
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